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Overview

This chapter includes the following topics:

- Documentation
- About Symantec Security Information Manager

Documentation

The following documentation is available for Information Manager:

- **Help for the Web configuration interface and the Information Manager console (client)**
  - Contains the information on how to use the product. You can access Help by clicking the Help icon in any dialog box, or by pressing the F1 key.

- **Symantec Security Information Manager User Guide**
  - Contains the information on how to use the product.
  - The document is in PDF format.

- **Symantec Security Information Manager Administrator Guide**
  - Contains the information on how to manage the configuration and administrative tasks after the installation.
  - The document is in PDF format.

- **Symantec Security Information Manager Installation Guide**
  - Contains the information on how to install and upgrade the product.
  - The document is in PDF format.

- **Symantec Security Information Manager Reporting Guide**
  - Contains the information on how to use the reporting feature in the product.
  - The document is in PDF format.
About Symantec Security Information Manager

Information Manager provides real-time event correlation and data archiving to protect against security threats and to preserve critical security data. Information Manager collects and archives security events from across the enterprise. These events are correlated with the known asset vulnerabilities and current security information from the Global Intelligence Network. The resulting information provides the basis for real-time threat analysis and security incident identification. Information Manager archives the security data for forensic and regulatory compliance purposes.

Information Manager collects, analyzes, and archives information from security devices, critical applications, and services, such as the following:

- Firewalls
- Routers, switches, and VPNs
- Enterprise antivirus
- Intrusion detection systems and Intrusion Prevention Systems
- Vulnerability scanners
- Authentication servers
- Windows and UNIX system logs

Information Manager provides the following features to help you recognize and respond to threats in your enterprise:

- Normalization and correlation of events from multiple vendors.
- Event archives to retain events in both their original (raw) and normalized formats.
- Distributed event filtering and aggregation to ensure that only relevant security events are correlated.
- Real-time security intelligence updates from Global Intelligence Network. These updates keep you apprised of global threats and let you correlate internal security activity with external threats.
- Customizable event correlation rules to let you fine-tune threat recognition and incident creation for your environment.

- Security incident creation, ticketing, tracking, and remediation for quick response to security threats. Information Manager prioritizes incidents based upon the security policies that are associated with the affected assets.

- An Event Viewer that lets you easily mine large amounts of event data and identify the computers and users that are associated with each event.

- A client-based console from which you can view all security incidents and drill down to the related event details. These details include affected targets, associated vulnerabilities, and recommended corrective actions.

- Predefined and customizable queries to help you demonstrate compliance with the security and the data retention policies in your enterprise.

- A Web-based configuration interface that lets you view and customize the dashboard, configure settings, and manage events, incidents, and tickets remotely. You can download various utilities and perform routine maintenance tasks such as backup and restore. You can use the custom logs feature with the universal collectors to collect and map information from devices for which standard collectors are not available.
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About Symantec Security Information Manager
What's new in Symantec Security Information Manager 4.7.4

This chapter includes the following topics:

■ Symantec SIEM 9700 Series appliances
■ Role-based access to the Event Query Templates
■ SSIM Web Start Client
■ Navigation option for Event Storage Rules list

Symantec SIEM 9700 Series appliances

Symantec SIEM 9700 Series appliances are scalable security information and event management appliances. These appliances provide reliable performance with Information Manager software. The SIEM 9700 Series is comprised of three models; the 9750, the 9751, and the 9752. Each model provides 3.9TB of redundant event storage and dedicated Remote Management Module features to allow remote management of the appliance. In addition, the 9751 and 9752 provide enterprise connectivity through 8GB Fibre Channel. Each physical appliance can be combined seamlessly with virtual appliances to ease interoperability.

For more information, see the following guides:

■ Symantec SIEM 9700 Series Appliances Maintenance Guide
■ Symantec SIEM 9700 Series Appliances Installation Guide
■ Symantec SIEM 9700 Series Appliances Product Description Guide
Role-based access to the Event Query Templates

In Information Manager, an administrator can restrict the access of a user to Event Query Templates. Access to Event Query Templates can be controlled based on the View Event Query Templates permission that is granted to a role. By default, this permission is enabled for new roles.

If the View Event Query Templates permission is disabled for a role, the user who is assigned with this role cannot access the Templates folder on the Events view. If the View Event Query Templates permission is enabled for a role, the user who is assigned with this role can access and run the Event Query Templates.

SSIM Web Start Client

By using SSIM Web Start Client, you can now reach the Information Manager console directly without downloading and installing the Information Manager console.

The Launch SSIM Web Start Client link, that is located on the logon page of the Information Manager Web configuration interface, launches the Information Manager console. You can also access this link from the Downloads option on the Home view of the Web configuration interface.

See “Launching the SSIM Web Start Client” on page 15.

Navigation option for Event Storage Rules list

A Move to top option and a Move to bottom option are now available in the Event Storage rules list. These options can be used to move a rule directly to the top or to the bottom of the list.
SSIM Web Start Client

This chapter includes the following topics:

- About SSIM Web Start Client
- Launching the SSIM Web Start Client
- Third-party certificate for SSIM Web Start client
- Uninstalling SSIM Web Start Client

About SSIM Web Start Client

By using SSIM Web Start Client, you can now reach the Information Manager console directly without downloading and installing the Information Manager console.

The Launch SSIM Web Start Client link, that is located on the logon page of the Information Manager Web configuration interface, launches the Information Manager console. You can also access this link from the Downloads option on the Home view of the Web configuration interface. When the Information Manager console is launched for the first time, a shortcut icon is created for SSIM Web Start Client on the Windows® Desktop and Start menu. Later, this shortcut icon can be used for launching the Information Manager console.

See “Launching the SSIM Web Start Client” on page 15.

Launching the SSIM Web Start Client

You can launch the SSIM Web Start Client from the Information Manager Web configuration interface using the Launch SSIM Web Start Client link on the logon page.
When you launch the SSIM Web Start Client for the first time, the files that are required are downloaded to the client computer and the Information Manager logon dialog box appears. A shortcut icon is created for SSIM Web Start Client on the Windows® Desktop and Start menu.

See “SSIM Web Start Client” on page 14.

The minimum version of JRE that is required for the SSIM Web Start Client is 1.6.0_19. The recommended version is 1.6.0_26. For the SSIM Web Start Client to work correctly, with 64-bit Java installed, you must use a 64-bit browser. With 32-bit Java installed, you must use a 32-bit browser.

The appropriate Java version must be installed on the computer. After Java is installed, you must also enable the ActiveX controls and plug-ins from Internet Explorer.

See “Enabling ActiveX controls and plug-ins to launch SSIM Web Start Client” on page 17.

Make sure to enable JavaScript for the browser that is used for launching SSIM Web Start Client.

See “Enabling JavaScript to launch SSIM Web Start Client” on page 17.

An error message may be displayed if the Web site that launches SSIM Web Start Client is not added to the list of trusted sites.

See “Adding a Web site as a trusted site to launch SSIM Web Start Client” on page 18.

Note: The console that is launched by SSIM Web Start Client is not FIPS-compliant. If you require a FIPS-compliant console, you must download and run Setup.exe from the Install SSIM Client link on the logon page of the Information Manager Web configuration interface.

To launch the SSIM Web Start Client

1 In the browser, type https:// followed by the address of the Information Manager server and then press Enter.

2 Click Launch SSIM Web Start Client link.

You can also access this link from the Downloads option on the Home view of the Web configuration interface.
3 In the **Warning - Security** dialog box, click **Yes** to continue.

   If the Information Manager server is added as a trusted site, this warning does not appear.

   The files that are required to launch SSIM Web Start Client are downloaded and then the logon page of the Information Manager console appears.

4 Enter the appropriate credentials to log on to Information Manager.

---

**Note:** When you log on to the SSIM Web Start Client, the JRE version that is displayed in the **Help > About Symantec Security Information Manager** dialog box is the version of the JRE that is installed on the client computer. The Client JRE version may be different than the JRE version that is installed on the Information Manager server.

### Enabling ActiveX controls and plug-ins to launch SSIM Web Start Client

Java must be installed on the computer that launches SSIM Web Start Client. After Java is installed, make sure to enable the ActiveX controls and plug-ins from Internet Explorer.

**To enable ActiveX and plug-ins**

1. From Internet Explorer, go to **Tools > Internet Options**.
2. From the **Security** tab, select **Trusted Sites** and then click **Custom Level**.
3. Scroll down to **ActiveX Controls and plug-ins > Run ActiveX Controls and plug-ins**.
4. Check **Enable**.

   See “Launching the SSIM Web Start Client” on page 15.

### Enabling JavaScript to launch SSIM Web Start Client

JavaScript must be enabled for the browser that is used for launching SSIM Web Start Client.

**To enable JavaScript for computers with Internet Explorer 7/8**

1. From Internet Explorer, go to **Tools > Internet Options**.
2. From the **Security** tab, select **Trusted Sites**, and then click **Custom Level**.
3. Scroll down to **Scripting > Active scripting** and check **Enable**.
4. Click **OK**.
5. Click **Yes** in the warning dialog box and then click **OK**.
To enable JavaScript for computers with Firefox 3.6/4.0

1. Open Firefox, click Tools, and then select Options.
2. From the Content tab, check Enable JavaScript.
3. Click OK.

See “Adding a Web site as a trusted site to launch SSIM Web Start Client” on page 18.

See “Launching the SSIM Web Start Client” on page 15.

Adding a Web site as a trusted site to launch SSIM Web Start Client

When SSIM Web Start Client is launched by using Internet Explorer 7/8 and if the Web site that is used for launching SSIM Web Start Client is not added as a trusted site, an error may be displayed. To resolve this error, you must add the Web site as a trusted site.

To add a Web site as a trusted site to launch SSIM Web Start Client

1. Open Internet Explorer 7/8, go to Tools > Internet Options.
2. From the Security tab, select Trusted Sites, and then click Sites.
3. Type https:// followed by the URL of the Fully Qualified Domain Name (FQDN) or the IP address of the Web site.
4. Click Add

See “Launching the SSIM Web Start Client” on page 15.

Third-party certificate for SSIM Web Start client

With SSIM Web Start client, you can install JRE at any location. It is not bundled with the Information Manager console.

When a third-party certificate is installed on the server, the appropriate certificate must be added on the client side to access the server. The certificate must be placed at the appropriate location, that is, the jre/bin folder of the Java that is used to launch the Information Manager client.

To add the certificate on the client side

1. From the command line, run javaws –viewer
2. Select the Java tab, click View, and verify the path.
3 Place the certificate in Java’s jre\bin folder.

4 Import the certificate using the following command from a command line:

```
keytool.exe -import -file <file_location> -keystore ..\lib\security\cacerts -storepass <certificate_password>
```

*<file_location>* refers to the path and file name of the certificate.

*<certificate_password>* refers to the password created with the certificate.

The Java default certificate password is ‘changeit’.

For example,

```
C:\Program Files\Java\jre6\bin\keytool.exe -import -file C:\Program Files\Java\jre6\bin\cacert.pem -keystore ..\lib\security\cacerts -storepass changeit
```

---

**Uninstalling SSIM Web Start Client**

Symantec recommends to uninstalling SSIM Web Start program from the Java Control Panel. However, you can also uninstall the program from the Windows Control Panel.

---

**Note:** You cannot uninstall SSIM Web Start Client, if the server which is associated with SSIM Web Start Client is unavailable. Before uninstalling SSIM Web Start Client, ensure that this server is available or associate SSIM Web Start Client with the server on which it is currently running. To associate SSIM Web Start Client with a new server, you must launch SSIM Web Start Client from that server.

---

Use the following procedure to uninstall SSIM WebStart Client from Java Control Panel:

**To uninstall SSIM Web Start client from Java Control Panel**

1 On the **Start** menu, click **Run**.

   Make sure that the Information Manager console is closed.

2 Type `javaws -viewer` in the **Run** dialog box and then click **OK** or go to **Start > Control Panel** and then click **Java**.

3 In the **Java Cache Viewer** dialog box, from the list of applications, select **SSIM Web Start Client** and then click the **Remove selected items** icon.

4 From the **General** tab, click **Settings**.

5 In the **Temporary File Settings** dialog box, click **Delete files**.

6 In the **Delete Temporary Files**, dialog box check all the options and then click **OK**.
Use the following procedure to uninstall SSIM Web Start Client from Windows Control Panel:

**To uninstall SSIM Web Start Client**

1. From **Add or Remove Programs** or **Programs and Features**, select **SSIM Web Start Client** and click **Uninstall** or **Remove**.
   
   Make sure that the Information Manager console is closed.

2. Click **Yes** to continue.

3. Click **OK** to confirm and remove SSIM Web Start Client and all of its components.

See “**SSIM Web Start Client**” on page 14.
This chapter includes the following topics:

■ Resolved issues
■ Known issues

Resolved issues

Symantec Security Information Manager 4.7.4 includes the following resolved issues:

■ When the Information Manager restarts during the installation, the default installation option lets you continue the installation from the hard drive after 5 minutes. This option facilitates continuous installation on those computers from which the Installation DVD is not ejected automatically.

■ The My Open Tickets filter is now set as the default filter on the Tickets tile.

■ Previously, if an invalid input was provided when you deploy a rule, the Unable to compile Java error was displayed. This error message has been changed, and an appropriate message is displayed.

■ Previously, the main Incidents page was not viewable when the focus is on the Logs tab in the Incidents details dialog box. This issue has been resolved.

■ Previously, if the Lock View option on the Incident tile was enabled and the incidents were modified, the changes were reflected whenever the incidents list was refreshed. This issue has been resolved.

■ The error messages that are displayed when an invalid value is entered during Event Storage Rules creation are now descriptive and provide the essential help.

■ Previously, the exported records for some System Lookup Tables cannot be imported. This issue has been resolved.
Previously, the **Incident** tile is not displayed if the Windows Print Spool service is not running. This issue has been resolved.

- Events are now added to the same conclusion when an asset policy with multiple values is used as a tracking field in a correlation rule.

- The logic for calculating the priority of an incident in XY rule types, Symmetric Traffic rule type, and Transitive Traffic rule type is incorporated.

- If the archives are not available when you drill down a Summary Query, an appropriate error message is displayed.

- You can install Information Manager on a server having SAN attached to it. Now, you do not require to detach SAN during the installation.

## Known issues

The following are the known issues for the version 4.7.4 release of Information Manager:

- When you launch SSIM Web Start, an **Unable to launch the application** error may appear if the Java cache is not cleared or has old entries. This cache can be cleared from the Java control panel. Open Java from Control Panel. Go to **General** and click **Settings > Delete files**. Ensure that all of the options are selected and then click **OK**.

- When you launch SSIM Web Start Client, the Website certificate warning is shown twice. When this warning is displayed for the first time, check **Always trust content from this publisher**. The warning does not appear again.

- Emails that are created for a user profile from the **Notification** tab do not get deleted even after you delete the email addresses and save.

- When resource utilization is high, it may lead to issues when editing and scheduling reports. Similar issues can also occur on other areas of the Information manager console. If these issues occur, close and then re-open the Client console.

- Descriptions are not provided for some of the services that are listed in **Asset tile > Services**.

- During an Information Manager upgrade from 4.7.0 to 4.7.4, the **Onbox Agent log** file repeatedly displays error messages that show **Response code = 404**. These errors occur due to the unavailability of the url.

- After the incidents are merged the **Incident Details** pane may appear blank. Once the incidents are merged, select that merged incident to view the details on the **Incident Details** pane.
- In some cases, the SAN configuration may take an extended duration to be deleted from the Information Manager Web Configuration interface.

- When you install the Information Manager console, if the path that is provided for installation contains special characters such as /, the NSS libraries do not get initialized. In this case the server enforces FIPS communication between the server and the Information Manager console.

- In a Service Provider Manager setup, the incidents that are closed with a resolution remain listed as open incidents for some time after you refresh the screen.

- When you test a user correlation rule, the event count is not displayed correctly in the event details table.

- The / character is not permitted for a report folder name. A report folder name that is created with the / character cannot be updated.

- When you install the Information Manager client using French language, the text on the title bar gets displaced.

- When you drag and drop a query with parameters onto the dashboard, an error is displayed. Use the + (the plus symbol) to add a query with parameters to the dashboard.

- In the Information Manager console, when you select a local event archive from Events > Local Event Archives, the Help icon gets repositioned to the left side of the screen.

- When Assign to least busy user option is selected, the incidents generation rate is slightly slower than when the option is not selected. However, none of the incidents that are created when Assign to least busy user option is selected are lost. Symantec recommends you to use this option judiciously.

- Warning messages are not displayed when a lookup table that is associated with a Lookup Table Update rule is deleted. However, the corresponding warning message gets listed in the simcm.log file. The Rule gets deactivated but not reflected in the Information Manager console.

- Whenever the LDAP backup files are restored on a newly set Information Manager server, links of events associated with incidents that are generated before the LDAP restoration are broken. Symantec recommends performing the LDAP restore operation immediately after the Information Manager server is newly setup.

- If a Network File System (NFS) mounted directory is used for the LDAP and database backup through selective backup and restore, and if the NFS server is not running during the selective restore or purge of those backup files, the system may fail to respond.
If disk space is full in the /dbsesa partition, simdbmu service may stop and the user cannot log on to the Information Manager Web Configuration Interface.

When you back up a role and then assign it to a user, after restoration of that role, the role is no longer associated with that user. The same is the case with groups.

If you specify a custom path for backup file storage, then you must ensure that the db2admin user is given full permission and the sesuser is given read and execute permission.

In case the folder path where Symantec Event Agent is installed has Double Byte Character Set (DBCS), the agent does not install properly. You must ensure that the folder path has ascii characters.

When the schedule for an existing backup job is updated, a backup is triggered immediately in case the user updates the schedule with the date and time that is earlier than the current date and time.

In some cases, when a query that has the Event Date/Time parameter is run and if it contains more than 5000 events, the details of the first 5000 events are displayed. The details of the remaining events are not displayed.

The Web configuration interface does not timeout for the Event Services view and the Database Status view. This behavior occurs because the Auto Refresh functionality continuously refreshes the contents on these two pages. To ensure security for the Information Manager environment, Symantec advises you to avoid keeping the Web configuration interface in an idle and unattended condition with either of the two views open.

If you try to access a report through a URL link that is sent by email, you can access the report directly if you have already logged on to the Web configuration interface using the hostname of the Information Manager server. However if you have logged on using the IP address of the Information Manager server, then you are prompted for authentication following which the report is accessible.

Incident details from Service Provider clients using Information Manager version 4.6 MP4 cannot be opened using the custom incident filter based on hostname. The custom incident filter works correctly for the clients that are added after the setup is upgraded to 4.7.4.

If you change the date or time on the Information Manager manually or change a NTP server the self signed certificate installed on the server may become invalid, and you may not be able to logon to the console and the Web configuration interface. The Information Manager services on the server may not be able to communicate with the LDAP server.